March 4, 2015

Re: Nomination of Commission Chairs

To: ICA executive and general assembly

I am pleased to re-nominate Dr. Sebastien Caquard (Concordia University) for the position of Chair of the ICA Commission on Art and Cartography for the period 2015-19. Dr Caquard has served as commission chair since 2011.

Dr. Caquard has expressed a willingness to serve a second term and will be happy to revisit the ToR based on comments from commission members and/or from General Assembly delegates. The terms have been recently updated and are located at:

https://artcarto.wordpress.com/terms-of-reference/

His CV is also attached.

Yours sincerely

R.D. Wheate

Dr. Roger Wheate
Canadian delegate to the ICA
CIG Technical Councillor for Cartography
CURRICULUM VITAE

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Sébastien Caquard
Assistant Professor
Department of Geography, Planning and Environment
Concordia University
1455 de Maisonneuve Blvd. West, Montreal, QC H13G 1M8
Phone: (514) 848-2424 ext. 2052
Email: sebastien.caquard@concordia.ca

Employment history:
2011 - Present  Assistant Professor, Department of Geography, Planning and Environment, Concordia University
2007 - 2011  Part-Time Faculty, Department of Geography, Planning and Environment, Concordia University
2006 - 2011  Invited Researcher, Département de Géographie, Université de Montréal
2009 - 2010  Assistant Professor (Limited Term Appointment), Department of Geography, Planning and Environment, Concordia University
2004 - 2008  Post-doctoral fellow, Geomatics and Cartographic Research Center (GCRC), Department of Geography and Environmental Studies, Carleton University, Ottawa
2002 - 2004  Research associate at the Dartmouth Flood Observatory, Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH
2000 - 2002  Attaché Temporaire d’Enseignement et de Recherche (ATER) (Université J. Monnet, Saint-Etienne, France)

Academic background:
1998  Visiting graduate student, Cartographic and GIS Laboratory, University of Nebraska, Omaha
1994 - 1995  D.E.A. (Equivalent to a Master’s degree), Interface Nature/Society, UJM Saint-Etienne
1989 - 1994  Maîtrise de Géographie (Equivalent to a Bachelor’s degree), UJM Saint-Etienne

Languages:
French: spoken (fluent), written (fluent), comprehension (fluent)
English: spoken (fluent), written (fluent), comprehension (fluent)
Spanish: spoken (minimal), written (minimal), comprehension (fair)
PUBLICATIONS (last 6 years)

Edited Book

Edited Special Issues
Joliveau T., and Caquard S. (Guest editors) (Forthcoming) La mise en carte des récits : outils, pratiques et réflexions, M@ppemonde.

Papers in Refereed Journals


**Book chapters**


**Other publications**


CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS

Invited speaker


Caquard S. 2010. La géomatique à l’université Concordia: Sous le signe de la diversité, Journée de la géomatique, Université de Sherbrooke, 17 novembre 2010.

Other conference presentations


Caquard S., and Naud D.* 2010. The Epicenter of Canadian Cinema is in Montreal: Corner St-Laurent / Ste-Catherine st., International Workshop on Mapping Environmental Issues in the City, Concordia University, Montreal, Sept. 8-10, 2010.


Organization of workshops (sponsored by ICA)

Mapping Ephemeralities / Ephemeral Cartographies (Forthcoming), Rio de Janeiro, August 21-22, 2015 (Principal organizer, co-organized with Taicn Ng-Chan, Laurene Vaughan, Chris Perkins & Jörn Seemann)

Cartographier les récits : enjeux méthodologiques et technologiques, 82e congrès de l’ACFAS, Université Concordia, Montréal (QC) / 12-13 mai 2014 (Co-organized with Thierry Joliveau)

Maps and Games, Workshop, Dresden, Aug. 24th, 2013 (Co-organized with Barbara Piatti & Chris Perkins)

Cartography and Narratives, Workshop, ETH Zurich, June 11-13, 2012 (Co-organized with Barbara Piatti & Anne-Kathrin Reuschel)


Mapping Environmental Issues in the City: Arts and Cartography Cross perspectives, Workshop Concordia University, Sept. 8-10, 2010 (Co-organized with Vaughan L. and Cartwright W.)

Organization of sessions at conferences


Mapping Environmental Issues, *BALANCE-UNBALANCE conference*, Concordia University, November 4-5, 2011 (organizer)

Art and Cartography, 2 paper sessions, *International Cartographic Conference (ICC)* 2009, Santiago, Chile, Nov. 15-29, 2009 (Co-organized with Barbara Piatti)

**Public media appearances:**

Full interview published in opencanada.org on “The politics of making maps”

Interviewed for an article published in “La presse +” (May 17, 2014) entitled “Le monde autour de nous” [http://plus.lapresse.ca/screens/489d-1c58-53725ee4-83d2-7186ac1c606d1_nNZgw3d2xs1](http://plus.lapresse.ca/screens/489d-1c58-53725ee4-83d2-7186ac1c606d1_nNZgw3d2xs1)

Interviewed for the Montréal radio show « RadiOactivité » on oral history and digital storytelling, broadcasted on Feb. 20, 2014 from 9am - 10am on CJLO 1690AM (available in the archives of the show: [http://storytelling.concordia.ca/research-creation/radio-activities](http://storytelling.concordia.ca/research-creation/radio-activities))

**FUNDING**

**External research funding**

Received (Total of $189,967 allocated to me since 2011)


2014 – 2015. « Enseigner à distance le géoweb contributif » funded by uTOP (France), ($29,300) (PI: Thierry Joliveau, Université de Saint-Etienne, France) (Collaborator)


2011. “Cartographie dynamique des membres du Réseau national d'expertise en TED” funded by the Réseau national d'expertise en TED, $6,110 (Applicant).


ACADEMIC SERVICES

Editorial boards and scientific committees:
- Member of editorial board, *International Journal of Cartography* (2014 - …)
- Member of editorial board, *Literary Geography* (2013 - …)
- Member of editorial board, *The Cartographic Journal* (2012 -…)
- Chair of the commission on Art and Cartography of the International Cartographic Association (2011-…)
- Member of the Scientific Committee for the Association francophone pour le savoir (ACFAS) (2014)
- Member of the scientific committee of the Balance-Unbalance Conferences (2011)

Review of academic work (since 2011):
For funding agencies:
- SSHRC : Doctoral Awards Competition (47 proposals in 2014/2015)
- Fondation Canadienne pour l'Innovation (CFI) / Fonds de recherche sur la société et la culture (FRQSC) - Programme Fonds des leaders (1 proposal in 2014)
- SSHRC: Insight grants competition (1 proposal in 2011)

For academic publications:
- *SAGE publications* (1 book project in 2014)
- *Indiana Press University* (1 book project in 2012)
- *Belgeo* (1 paper in 2014)
- *International Journal of Humanities and Arts Computing* (1 paper in 2014)
- *The Cartographic Journal* (2 papers in 2011 + 9 papers in 2013 for a special issue I co-edited)
- *The International Journal of Geographic Information Science (IJGIS)* (1 paper in 2011)
- *The Social Science Journal* (1 paper in 2012)
- *Cartographic Perspectives* (1 paper in 2013 + 1 paper in 2014)
- *The International Cartographic Conference* (1 paper in 2013 + 5 papers in 2014)
- *The International Balance-Unbalance Conference* (2 papers in 2013)